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Ritz-Carlton’s pillarless, 1,000-seat capacity Grand Ballroom is in constant use

Concept Systems Technologies’ Gerald Fong with Ritz-Carlton AV
manager Muhammad Najib

Belle of the ball

As hotel renovations in Singapore continue apace, Concept Systems Technologies
has breathed new life into the Ritz-Carlton ballroom. Richard Lawn reports
IT’S FAIR TO ASSUME THAT GERALD FONG DOESN’T OWN
a tuxedo or formal black tie. The director of Singaporean
systems integration company, Concept Systems
Technologies (CST), seems to spend most of his working
life in hotel ballrooms, so probably has little inclination to
dine or be entertained in one when he eventually clocks
off. However, the expertise, knowledge and commitment
that his team provides its growing client list is perhaps
unprecedented in the Lion State. Bringing peace of mind
to hotel managers and quality assurance to AV operators,
CST’s professionalism, coupled with today’s insatiable
appetite for the most up-to-date technological solutions in
these elegant rooms, earns the company continued repeat
business.
Having successfully integrated a weatherised loudspeaker
system into the outdoor pool area of the Ritz-Carlton,
Millenia Singapore in 2016, the team was called back
to site by the hotel’s AV manager, Muhammad Najib.
The reward was the prized, iconic, 1,000-capacity Grand
Ballroom. The pillarless function space hosts society
weddings and lavish dinner parties in addition to corporate
events, fashion shows and car launches for the likes of
Porsche, Rolls Royce and Lamborghini on account of its
ground-ﬂoor location and wide doors that allow vehicle
access. As the venue is very much in demand, the hotel was
reluctant to allow the AV contractor much downtime in which
to complete its tasks.
‘We had to plan our works very carefully in advance,’
explains Fong. ‘Once the hotel agreed on the plans we
submitted, we ordered the equipment from our various
suppliers and, when we were allowed on site, the crew knew
exactly what to do and the time in which to complete it.’
Having applied military-grade tactics to the 1,090m2 nondivisible space, CTS has transformed and differentiated the
hotel from others in this ultra-competitive city.
The previous L-C-R loudspeaker system with delay cabinets
was removed to make way for an elegant but powerful
Norton line array solution. ‘The point source system was not
only a visual distraction but didn’t provide even dispersion
during live events,’ continues Najib. ‘We knew the line array
system would provide consistent coverage to the rear walls
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Datavideo PTZ camera can also be output to the LED
videowalls and recorded when required. Racked in the upper
rear control room, a high-resolution videowall controller and
HDMI 8x8 matrix together with pro LED display controllers are
central components in the video signal path.
To accommodate the L-R 5.8m-wide LED screens, the
installer had to create scaffold structures on either side of
the stage. Now concealed by wooden panelling that matches
the rest of the Grand Ballroom, the walls were built out by
some 200mm. ‘The clarity and deﬁnition of these LEDs are
incredible,’ continues Najib. ‘The motorised screens serving
the previous ANSI lumens projectors took over 30s to come
down from their ﬁxings. Initially, the aesthetics were a bit
of an issue with the management but, once they saw the
results, they liked it.’
The management’s concerns also extended to the addition
by CST of 14 Martin moving heads on the ceiling. Mitigating
their visual impact, the four MAC Quantum Wash, four MAC
Quantum Proﬁle, four MAC Aura and two Rush MH1 Proﬁle
Plus LED ﬁxtures are ﬁnished in white. Stage illuminations are
enhanced by two MAC Aura and two Rush MH1 Proﬁle Plus
LEDs, while presentations and awards are given the rock-

The L-R line array solution for the ballroom comprises six
Norton LS4 3-way modules
with no loss of dBs but were concerned that it would be an
eyesore. Fortunately, it is relatively unobtrusive and seems
to blend in well with the new setup.’
The new setup that Najib refers to is reference to a 23m x
4m LED videowall, combining three modular high-deﬁnition
screens with a pixel pitch of 3.9mm and capable of providing
peak brightness of 1,000 nits. Stage space is maximised as
the central 11m-wide LED screen can be brought forwards
or backwards as desired. In addition to DVD playback and
PC imagery, 360° event footage from a ceiling-mounted

CST designed and installed a Norton Audio speaker system
for the outdoor swimming pool in 2016
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star treatment courtesy of two Martin JEM Hazer Pro haze
machines. A Martin M2PC wing lighting console and a laptop
loaded with Martin software offer a choice of lighting controls.
Although the previous ceiling speaker system has been
retained, it is now virtually redundant as the FOH Norton
Audio line array system is the preferred choice for all events
requiring BGM, reinforced speech or live music. Suspended
as L-R hangs and ﬁxed above the stage, each array consists
of six LS4 3-way dual 8-inch modules operating within a
frequency range of 80Hz to 20kHz. But locating a berthing
position for the four SB118 single 18-inch subwoofers
required for low-frequency extension down to 28dB (±10dB)
provided a headache for CST.
‘We couldn’t ﬁx these above the stage as it would deﬁnitely
be an eyesore for the audience and we couldn’t install them
into the lateral walls, as low-frequency emissions would shake
the LED scaffold towers,’ explains Fong. ‘We simply ground-

The entire speaker system
is powered by eight Norton
CF10 Class-H ampliﬁers

Four ﬂoor-standing SB118
subwoofers extend the
ballroom’s lower frequencies

CST added 14 Martin moving heads onto the ballroom ceiling
stacked them to the left and right of the stage, but they can
be removed when required.’
The hotel AV operators mix live performances on a Yamaha
TF5 48-channel digital console, whose microphone inputs
on stage are routed from two Tio1608-D 24-channel I/O
breakout boxes. The addition of an NY64-D Dante expansion
card enables further network conﬁguration and management
in addition to low-latency characteristics. The entire speaker
system is powered by a total of eight CF10 Class-H ampliﬁers.
The 2-channel models integrate DSP parameters, and preferred
room settings have been stored for recall. Finally, eight
channels of Sennheiser ew300 G3 wireless handheld and
clip-on microphones have been added to enhance ﬂexibility
when hosting varied events in the venue. The 35m-deep
space required the addition of two ASA 1 wireless antenna
distribution systems to boost the signal when required.
Having combined dramatic intelligent lighting effects and
a full-range line array system into the Grand Ballroom, CST
has transformed this creative space, raising it to a new level.

Event organisers can control lighting, video and sound
parameters from an iOS tablet interfaced to a Crestron AV3
wireless media processor. ‘The hotel management has to be
credited for approving this upgrade,’ says Najib. ‘However,
their faith has been repaid and we have had to recruit new
members to our AV team. Bookings are up and our clients
are giving us glowing reviews.’
The successful installation has not been good news for
everyone, though. ‘We very rarely need to hire the local
rental companies who previously supplied DJ and live band
setups, as we can now comfortably cater for all events,’ he
adds.
As the Ritz-Carlton, Millenia Singapore continues its AV
upgrade programme, CST is poised for a return to the hotel.
Time, perhaps, for Fong to celebrate by buying that tuxedo
at last.
www.concept-systems.com.sg
www.ritzcarlton.com/Singapore
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